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This presentation has been prepared exclusively for the purpose of the investor briefing held on this 17 June 2020
concerning Alteo Limited (the “Company”). This presentation contains only summary information and does not purport
to be comprehensive. Participants are recommended to read the Company’s latest published condensed unaudited
financial statements available on the Company’s website (www.alteogroup.com). The Company has used all
reasonable endeavours to provide accurate information in this presentation. In the event of a discrepancy between this
presentation and the published condensed unaudited financial statements, the latter shall prevail. However, no
responsibility whatsoever shall be accepted by the Company, its shareholders, directors, and officers for any prejudice
resulting from reliance upon the information contained in this presentation.

This presentation contains statements related to our future business and financial performance and future events or
developments involving Alteo that may constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements may be identified by
words such as "expect", "look forward to", "anticipate", "intend", "plan", "believe", "seek", "estimate", "will", "project" or
words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are by their nature based on the current expectations and
certain assumptions of Alteo's management, and are, therefore, subject to certain risks and uncertainties. A variety of
factors, many of which are beyond Alteo's control, may affect Alteo's operations, performance, business strategy and
results and could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Alteo to be materially different from any
future results, performance or achievements that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements or
anticipated on the basis of historical trends.

Alteo neither intends, nor assumes any obligation, to publicly or otherwise update or revise these forward-looking
statements in light of developments which differ from those anticipated.

Alteo makes no representation whatsoever about the opinion or statements of any analyst or other third party. Alteo
does not monitor or control the content of third party opinions or statements and does not endorse or accept any
responsibility for the content or the use of any such opinion or statement.
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EU index at 375 €/t pre-COVID19 effects, 
which could lead to a significant reduction in price 
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Prices reach 445 €/t in deficit countries of Southern Europe, where Mauritius sells its white refined sugar.
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Sugar Prices – Mauritius (ex MSS) Global Sugar Balance

Rs’000

Million’ tons

*Excludes support measures from Government
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Global balance: ISO predicts a deficit of 9.3 mt that could be

revised downwards closer to 7.3 mt following revision of sugar

consumption due to confinement.

In 2020/21, Brazil will maximise sugar production due to low oil

prices; elsewhere poor-performing crops are expected to rebound

in 2021 leading to a global sugar surplus.
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Turnover
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Alteo Group reports an improved normalized EBITDA driven 
by accelerated sugar sales in Tanzania

Normalised
EBITDA
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PAT EPS
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Sugar remains a major contributor to group performance
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Sugar: Covered on next slide

Energy: Lower offtake from CEB 

together with lower tariff under 

new PPA drove down results of 

cluster mitigated by gains on sale 

of equipment

Property: Higher property 

revenues from Anahita were 

recognised during the period as 

the construction works 

progressed on 11 villas sold off-

plan and the sale of 4 serviced 

plots were signed

2020 2019

Sugar Energy Property

PAT by Cluster
(In Rs’ M)694
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Improved performance attributable to the Tanzanian 
operations
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Mauritius: Better yields, higher ex-

MSS price together with Rs120m 

financial support from SIFB for 

previous year and gains on sale of 

equipment contributed to the reduced 

losses for the period

Tanzania: Significantly higher profits 

for the period explained by accelerated 

sales and the better average price 

achieved on the domestic market

Kenya: A decline in the average price 

of sugar for the period together with a 

3 week maintenance stop led to higher 

losses. Better year on year 

performance in Q3

Sugar Cluster PAT 
by Country

(In Rs’ M)

2020

Reported profit/(loss) (108)

95

Normalised loss (203)

2020 2019

-108
-251

1064

780

-262
-123

Mauritius

Tanzania

Kenya
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Group gearing stood at 22% at March 31, 2020
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Mar 20 Jun 19

Alteo Ltd 1.5 1.2

TSC 1.5 1.3

SML 1.3 1.4

Alteo Agri 0.5 0.7

Alteo Milling 0.5 0.5

Anahita Estates 0.5 0.9

Others (0.6) 0.4

Total 5.2 6.4
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Net Debt Equity Gearing
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Financial Year

• Anahita Golf and Spa Resort and Anahita Golf Club most impacted to date by the Covid-19

pandemic - no revenue generation in Q4

• Significant cost containment measures implemented and business models being rethought

• The Resort will need financial support for its working capital as from the end of this month

• Anahita Estates Ltd – No sales cancellations, construction works on villas sold off plan

have resumed but delays in profit recognition and cash flow generation are expected

Beyond

• Shut down of air access will continue to impact the Resort and Golf in the first quarter of

the next financial year – slow recovery expected

• Too early to assess impact on property sales, sales secured to date will continue to support

results and cash flow next year

Property Outlook
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Financial Year

• The impact of the pandemic on Mauritian sugar operations has been limited to date

• Operations remain under stress due to difficult market conditions prevailing before the

Covid-19 outbreak

• In Tanzania little revenue generation is expected in Q4 – no stocks of own produced sugar

but some imported sugar sales

• Night curfew had little consequences on Kenyan operations

• Domestic prices have tended to firm up over the last few weeks but remain highly volatile

Beyond

• The impact of the pandemic on Alteo’s main sugar export markets is uncertain at this

stage, but it looks like we’ve been spared from the worst

• Future prices expected to be supported by weakening MUR

• Factory efficiency in Kenya becoming the focus

Sugar Outlook
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Financial Year & Beyond

• Lower tariff and lower demand will continue to affect the energy cluster

• Discussions ongoing for a power plant burning renewable biomass

Energy Outlook
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THANK YOU

info@alteogroup.com

T: (230) 402 9050    F: (230) 432 0729
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